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Project details
Code: WF263-19

Date: 2019-08-10 / 2019-08-20

Total places: 2

Age: 18 - 30

Name: ART RENO and CLEAN UP THE COASTLINE AT 66( NORTH
Type of work: Renovation (RENO) - Environmental (ENVI) - Study theme project (STUD)
Country: ISLANDIA

Province: SIN PROVINCIA

Location: RAUFARHOFN
Address: RAUFARHOFN
Email:

Phone Number:

Web:
Fee:

180.0 EUR

Languages: English, English

Emergency:
Fax:

Description
Partner:
The village of Raufarhofn is the community that lies farthest north in Iceland. It is located in the eastern part of
Melrakkasletta close to the Arctic Circle. The population of Raufarhofn is about 200 and most of the people there
earn their living from fishing and fish processing. The harbor is very beautiful and partly shaped by nature itself. A
wide and untouched open area surrounds the village with a lot of birds and varied vegetation. In summer one will
observe wild migratory birds within the village being a part of the village life with the villagers most often waking up in
the morning to the songs of birds. The coastline with its inlets and creeks is filled with driftwood and reaches out into
the Arctic Sea. Away and on the surface of the sea various sea-birds will be spotted and an occasional seal. On the
beach waders strut and inland on the grassy moorlands there are dozens of lakes filled with trout. In the vicinity
many species of ducks, waders and species that favor heaths and moorlands may be observed.Additional
information: There is an extra participation fee of 180 euros for this workcamp. The fee not includes the trip from
Reykjavik to Raufarhofn and back again which is almost 1,600 km in total and takes 2 or even 3 full days (the first
day of the camp and the last one). On the way to the camp, we will drive through the south to the east of the island.
After the camp, we will drive through the north and west to Reykjavik (if road conditions are favourable). This trip
includes several stops where you will discover unique Icelandic sights, such as glacial lagoons, waterfalls, volcanic
and geothermal areas, glaciers, lava fields, hot-springs, rhyolite mountain ranges, steam-vents or even icebergs.
Work:
This camp has different kind of tasks. Some days we will focus on renovation, painting, cleaning and fixing things
around the WF house. The house is around 450 m2 and through the years the volunteers have been making
beautiful drawings and paintings on the wall of the house. We will continue with that art work and also we will make
sculptures but otherdays we will clean the coastline in the north near to the arctic circle. Raufarhofn is in a rural area
and very magical and full of energy and amazing landscapes. This is the right place to enjoy your free time taking
photos and having walks around the coast line. For sure the inhabitants from the village will very interesting to get to
know you and take part in some of our cultural dinners or even workshops which we can develop if volunteers are
happy and dynamic enough. We will work about 6 hours a day in order to make our house in the North a much
better place to This is the right place to enjoy your free time taking photos and having walks around the coast line.
This work camp is a way to enjoy an amazing time in Iceland with other international volunteers and to have an
incredible experience where participants share their knowledge with each other while they are exploring creativity,
environmental issues and intercultural learning.
Accomodation and food:
Worldwide Friends volunteers will be staying in the WF house in Raufarhofn. The house is almost 450 m2 with
several dormitories, two big living rooms, fully equipped kitchen, three showers and three toilets. Beds are provided;
however, volunteers should bring their own warm sleeping bags or borrow one from WF if they don t want to bring it.
Wireless internet access is provided free of charge.Food is included for the duration of the workcamp, however,
everyone is expected to do their fair share of the cooking and cleaning. Since it is always nice to try new and
different dishes, volunteers are encouraged to bring along their favourite recipes from homePlease keep in mind that
usually we have around 10 to 25 international volunteers in the house at the same time
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Location and leisure:
The area in the North is also good for hiking, so please bring your hiking shoes.WF Iceland will organise reasonablypriced weekend excursions to some of the most popular, beautiful areas and natural wonders that Iceland has to
offer. Excursions include unique Icelandic sights, such as waterfalls, volcanic and geothermal areas, glaciers, lava
forests, hot-springs, rhyolite mountain ranges, steam-vents or even icebergs.We will also concentrate on
intercultural learning and exchange. Every evening, volunteers from different countries will be in charge of
presenting their country of origin and culture in an informal way. It can be a presentation, a game, theatre i the form
of introduction is up to you Therefore, we encourage you to bring along some food, photos or anything interesting
related to your country for a fun and informative evening amongst other volunteers. This workcamp gives you the
opportunity to spend an amazing time in Iceland with other international volunteers and to have an incredible
experience where participants share their knowledge with each other while exploring creativity, environmental issues
and intercultural learning.
Requirements:
No special requirements
Additional information
Location:
RAUFARHOFN

Remarks
The transportation is not include in extra fee to/from the meeting point - in total 1.600 km

How to get
Airport:
Bus/train station:

KEF
Keflavik
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